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South Carolina Debaters
Win First Contest Of Year
Visitors Give More Convincing Argument Than Local
Team on Hour and Wage
Issue; Another Debate
Tuesday
Putting up a more convincing argument on the national question,
"Should Congress be empowered to
fix minimum wages and maximum
hours for industry," a University of
South Car/^lna team won the first
debate of the season, over a local
team, Thursday night in Wilson Auditorium. •
Judge C. C. Wright, dean of
Bridgewater College, said that the
Affirmative team, composed of local
girls—Helen Prflliam , and Mary
Clark, put up a good argument, giving their points clearly, but the Negative debaters, Emily McEachern and
Betty Constock, were more convincing. Helen Shular, president of the
local club, presided at the meeting.
Another combat on this same question will be held here next Tuesday
at 7 o'clock with Helen Shular and
^lelen Hotch opposing a forensic
team from Farmville State Teachers
College.
The Affirmative, Thursday night,
led off with Helen Pulliam giving a
clear picture of conditions in the
country today—low wages and intolerable^-bonditions of labor in all
branches of industry. She pointed
out the need for minimum wages and
maximum hours.
Emily McEachern, first speaker
for the Negative, brought in several
points; the fact that such legislation
would be an abridgement of individ(Continued on Page Three)

Three Students Go
To IRC Meeting
"Dictatorship vs. Democracy"
is Subject of Round Table
Discussion
Features of special interest at the
I. R. C. convention held at the University of Alabama last week were a
talk by Major C. K. Booth, a round
table discussion of "Dictatorship vs.
Democracy" and an informal reception, according to Mrs. Mary Darst,
Hazel Koontz, and Louise Faulconer,
delegates from Harrisonburg State
Teachers College to the conference.
Major Booth, who is connected
with international affairs between
England and U. S., said that, "International peace can. be secured only by
International commerce", in his address "British Attitudes Toward
World Cooperation". In his discussion of hope for the future he said
that it was up to the young people
to get together but that in efforts to
(Continued on Page Two)
o

R. M. Glee Club
To Sing Here
Program Includes an Operetta, "Romeo and Juliet"
The Glee Club of Randolph-Macon
College, Ashland, will make Its first
public appearance of the season here
on the tenth of next month. The
personnel for this trip will constitute
about thirty-five voices.
This program, being sponsored by
the H. T. C. Glee Club, will include
an operetta, "Romeo and Juliet,"
and several other numbers.

ATTENDS CONVENTION
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Pictures Show Local Schoolma'am Six Bow
Scenery In
To Farmville Sextet 23-14
H. T. C. Team Rallies From
Nat'l Park
17-6 Score at Third Quarter;
EXAMS BEGIN MARCH 12

Dr. Duke Talks of His Trip
to New Orleans to Attend
Convention of Teachers
College Heads

Examinations begin on the afternoon of March 12 and extend
through March 17, according to a
statement made by Mr. C. P.
Shorts, chairman of the schedule
committee.
The entire exam schedule will
be announced during the next
week.
THE BREEZE was unable to
secure accurate dates regarding
the spring vacation. This announcement, too, will be made
soon.

Through the courtesy of the Sinclair Refining Company, a motion
picture of the Shenandoah National
Park was presented before the faculty and student body at Wednesday
Chapel.
v
Dr. S. P. Duke gave an impromptu
talk on his trip to New Orleans to attend the American Association of
Teachers Colleges Convention.
The purpose of The National Park
is to draw tourists to this region and
to preserve the national resources,
according to the film. The scenic
President 8. P. Duke, who recently beauty of high altitudes and waterattended the meeting of the Ameri- falls invites many motorists to visit
Program to Include Lyceum
man Association of Teachers Colleges the park.
Number, Basketball Game,
In his talk Dr. Duke stated,
in New Orleans, Louisiana,
■
Banquet, and Dance, Dr.
"Teaching in elementary currlculas'
Weems
Announces
should be teaching children instead
of subjects and finding the interests,
Homecoming this year is on the
problems, and abilities of the pupils. week-end of March 19 and 20, it was
"As graduate work is becoming announced yesterday by Dr. Rachael
necessary for secondary school teach- Weems, secretary of the Alumnas
ers it will be necessary for Teachers Association.
Approximately 3,500 letters have
Dr. Argus Tresidder Speaks Colleges to grant the Master of Arts
Degree If they are to continue to been mailed to alumna? informing
to Ginter Park Women's
hold their position."
them of the date and program, Dr.
Club
He also declared that teachers Weems said.
The program, though not yet comDeclaring that there is now the should know children as well as subject
matter
and
methods
of
teaching.
plete,
will include the Siberean Singfoundation for a federal theatre adDr.
J.
W.
Wright,
of
the
college
ers,
a
lyceum number on Friday
ministered through a secretary of fine
faculty,
led
the
devotions
at
the
asnight,
March
19. On Saturday mornarts who might be a cabinet memsembly.
ing the business meeting and open
ber, Dr. Argus Tresidder, professor
program will be held in Wilson Hall.
of speech'at State Teachers College,
Mary
Brown Allgood, president of the
addressed the Richmond Ginter Park
Association,
will preside. At this
Womans Club Wednesday afternoon
time
reports
from
the local chapters
In the Lewis Ginter Building.
and
the
election
of treasurer and
Dr. Tresidder said that such a thevice-president
will
be held. Presift ti e might be similar to the state
Local Alumnae Chapter is dent S. P. Duke and Dr. J. A. Bursubsidized theater in Russia. He
russ, president of V. P. I. and former
Sponser of Tonight'sspoke of the American theater as a
president of H. T. C, will be the
tremendously complex organization,
Dance
main speakers. It is planned, though
embracing many evils and some good.
Couples will sway tonight to the not definitely set, that a portrait of
"Principal evils are over-commercialization, a high percentage of fail- rhythm of Ray Frye and his Vir- Dr. Burruss will be unveiled, at tbis
ures, a lack of interest in experiment- ginians at the dance in Reed gym- time.
The afternoon program will inal work, diffusiveness of the regional nasium sponsored by the local Alum(Continued on Page Three)
na
chapter
of
this
college.
theaters, and the red tape and bad
Miss Frances Slbert, president of
acting of the federal project," the
the Harrisonburg Alumnje Associaspeaker declared.
He discussed the influence of the tion, assisted by Mrs. L. J. Frlstoe,
moving picture on the professional, Mrs. W. W. Byrd, Mrs. Cameron
regional, non-professional and fed- Phillips, and Miss Inez Morgan, have
eral plays being produced, such as made arrangements for the dance.
The local alumnas and their
the Hamlet of Guilford, Victoria Refriends,
and the Harrisonburg High
gina, Richard II and Maxwell AnDirector of College Training
derson's three plays, and the work School seniors, as well as the H.T.C.
School Says School Learning
of Eva Le Gallienne and Katherine student body will attend the dance.
Should be in Terms of
This dance will be co-ed, and bids at
Cornell. '
the Child
_,
o
$1.00 for date and 75 cents for stag
have been on sale all week at Mrs.
Dr. Paul Hounchell, of the EducaA. B. Cook's office.
tion Department, in an article on
The campus social and standard "The Working Theory of Integracommittees are in charge of decora- tion" in the February issue of the
tions and refreshments.
Virginia Journal"of Education, says,
Presenting the second of a series
"The child Is a product of integraof Lenten recitals, Mrs. Vera Melone
tion
through the interplay of InheriConrad offered a half hour of organ
tance
and learning experiences before
music as a Sunday afternoon quiet
he
enters
school."
meditation period Feb. 21 from 4:00
Dr.
Hounchell
states a working
to 4:30 o'clock. Although Mrs. Conconception
of
education
as a unified
rad haB been giving Lenten recitals
With Dr. S. P. Duke setting forth
undertaking
and
expresses
it in three
each year for several years, thlB is eight qualifications of good college
divisions:
"First,
in
terms
of chilthe first time such a series of pro- teaching as the. leading article, the
grams has been attempted at the col- February issue of the Virginia Teach- dren who learn as they grow by life
experience, most of all before they
lege, the former recitals having been er was issued this week.
presented at the Methodist Church.
The second article, written by Dr. etoter school; second, in terms of
Her informal program Included Paul Hounschell, director of the col-, school learning as that process of
Concerto in G Minor, Handel; Sere- lege training school, takes up the (Speeding up growth of children which
nade, Schubert; Madrigale, Simon- question, "What Should Our Children society has resorted to in order to
ettl; Pastorale, Foote; Conatina, Learn at High School?" This is part train citizens and conserve culture;
Raff; and two Lenten hymns: Be- two of his discussion of "The Mod- third, in terms of subject matter
neath the Cross of Jesus, and In the ern High School as a Peoples' Col- which is drawn from a world of living and becomes a means to educaHour of Trial.
lege."
tion
consciously used in a special
The program Feb. 15 included the
Miss Mildred K. Oaks, teacher of
set-up
of schoota."
(Contlued on Page Two)
(Continued on Page Three)

March 19-20 Is
Week-End For
Homecoming

Foundation Laid
For Federal
Theater

Ray Frye Furnishes
Music For Dance

Dr. P. H. Hounchell
Writes Article
For VEA Issue

Conrad Presents
Second Recital

Va. Teacher Has
New Issue Out

HHi

Enthusiasm Runs High
Playing a brilliant offensive and
defensive game, the Farmville State
Teachers College basketball team defeated the Harrisonburg State Teachers College in Reed Hall Gymnasium last night 22-14. Evenly .
matched In the center and guard
zones the visitors surpassed the local players In the accuracy of their
forwards. The Farmville lead of 5-2
in the first quarter shifted to 11-5
at the half and 17-6 at the third
quarter. The fourth period, however,
witnessed a rally by the local team
which rolled up eight counts to its
opponents' five.
The Harrisonburg-Farmville fray
opened with a period of fruitless
passing with the centers functioning
smoothly, the guards fast and watchful, and the forwards getting few_
chances at the goal and missing both
foul and field shots. The scoring
started with a foul shot by ^Hudgins for Farmville. Purnell immediately tossed in a field goal for
Harrisonburg. Hudgins scored again
in a field basket which was followed
by another by Carroll, leaving the1
score 5-2 for the visitors at the
whistle.
Tbe second quarter maintained the
ratio. Hudgins scored from the floor,
Purnell hit the basket from the foul
line, as did Carroll and Hudgins.
Purnell looped in a field shot and
(Continued on Page Four)
o
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H onor Society'Adds
Eleven Members
Sigma Phi Lambda Holds
Formal Initiation for,,
Neophytes
Sigma Phi Lamda, honor organization for freshmen and sophomores, held formal initiation Thursday evening for eleven neophites.
The new members are Audrey Kilmon, Jane Lynn, Dorothy Sears, Jane
Rosenberger, Anna Miller, Mike
Lyne, Ellen Beery, Celia Ann Spiro,
Geraldine Lillard, Nell Long, and
Marie Walker.
This organization was formed two
years ago under the auspices of Kappa Delta Pi, senior honor society, and
has been growing rapidly ever since.
Qualifications for membership include outstanding work in scholarship, fellowship and leadership on
campus.

D. Gifford To Give
Senior Recital
Daisy May Gifford, of Harrisonburg, will give the second Senior recital of the year on Friday evening,
March 5, at eight o'clock in Wilson
Hall. •
Her program, a combination of
both piano and organ music, will
have two special features, the brilliant piano "Naila Waltz" by Deliebt, and a groups of selections to be
sung by the college Glee Club.
D. Gifford has been active in the
music department during her four
years in college, and has recently
been honored by the big mirror vote
as the most musical girl in school.
She won the state organ contest in
1934, has held office in the Aeolian
Music Club, is the president of the
Glee Club, and has participated In a
large number of recitals and assembly programs.
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LENTEN RECITALS

Tomorrow the third of a series of Lenten recitals
will be presented in Wilson Auditorium.
In keeping with Lent, as a more or less voluntary
season of remembering the trial and sacrifices of
Christ, these recitals offer a quiet hour of meditation
with the inspiration of musical compositions by the
masters and some of the outstanding hymns of this
season in the church year. The programs have been
kept informal in tone, arranged so that students may
slip in for a moment of meditation or the entire half
hour of quiet music.
To many if not most of us, Lent is the most
sacred season of the year, a season of sacrifice and
meditation. These recitals are a most considerate
effort on the part of our music faculty to help us
in the deepening of our spiritual life.
o
PADDLE YOUR OWN CANOE

The little notice about examinations boxed on
the front page suddenly recalled to those of us who
are not student teachers (they've been counting the
days for some time!) that the end of the winter
quarter is very near.
Immediately on the trail of that thought comes a
peculiarly persistent question as to whether we'll
have any Tuesday and Thursday afternoon or Saturday classes next quarter. Possibly this is the extent of our spring quarter schedule worries.
Earlier this winter we considered at length in
the editorial column the problem of student responsibility in the matter of planning a schedule to meet
all requirements. We are hearing much in our education class and wandering trips to the training ■school
about developing the attitude of responsibility for
ones own actions. Can we not accept responsibility
for seeing whether we are preparing to graduate in
regular order? Should we shove this task off on
the shoulders of the dean and registrar or our faculty adviser?
Checking time has come—checking on graduation constant requirements, major and minor requirements, and quality and quantity credit requirements. Where's your catalogue?
o—
MUST SCHOOL SPIRIT RE EXCLUSIVELY ATHLETIC?

Just when we were getting all excited about the
school spirit exhibited at the Savage-H. T. C. basketball game we wAlked into the debate held between the
local "argumentative squad" and the University of
South Carolina and sat down abruptly in amazement.
For Thursday night when the efforts and time of
two students who had been working several weeks
culminated in a word battle with two other students
who had come quite a distance for the debate, thirty• five (yes, thirty-five) people served as the audience—
and even that number included others than students.
Yet some were surprised when the team did not
win a victory. Would we expect anything other
than defeat if only 35 students appeared as supporters at a varsity basketball game? Yet in the field
of debating, the psychological effect of a large number of supporters—an attentive audience is as important, if not more so, than in the field of athletics.
Have we become one-sided in our spirit? Are we
admitting that subjects such as "Resolved that Congress should be empowered to fix minimum wages
and maximum hours for industry" are over our
heads?

The fight over the Supreme Court
still rages. Thursday the majority of
the Bar Association of New York
went on record aa disapproving It.
Whether for or against, there is hardly a more vital topic of conversation
anywhere today. Weekly magazines
quote everyone from burlesque stars
to business men on the question.
The country wonders whether or
not the President will be able to carry through his plan.
. In the the Senate opponents of the
plan are marshalling their forces.
According to informal polls taken
this week, there are 42 firmly for the
plan, 35 against, 5 leaning for it,
5 leaning against it, and five who
have not committed themselves. With
this line-up the opponents hope to
give the President some trouble. Perhaps the most ominous sign from Mr.
Roosevelt's point of view is the split
In the Progressives In the Senate,
usually firmly behind his policies.
So far.has the agitation over the
Supreme Court plan gone that ten
states took time out to pass resolutions favoring or disapproving the
plan. Of these ten, seven disapproved.
Further developments In the strike
field this week give an estimate of
25,000 people out of work In 40
firms and Industries over the country. In widely varied sections, for
many, or no, reasons strikes are going on everywhere.
The Chrysler people Thursday accepted the offer of the union to parley.
Important aftermath of the General Motors strike Is the emergence
of Oovernor Murphy as a figure of
national Importance. A good politician, a New Dealer, and a friend
of Roosevelt's, Governor Murphy
once Jokingly said he would be the
first Catholic President of America.
Whether or not this is so, he has
certainly Increased In importance
through his connection with the
strikes. He is a man worth watching.
An interesting note from an almost
forgotten situation was the declaration of Mussolini that it was Italians
who won Malaga, a recent Spanish
Rebel victory. Mussolini has cast off
the last pretense of non-intervention.
Let us not be too concerned with
internal affairs as to lose sight of
what may be happening in Europe.
o

THREE STUDENTS
(Continued From Page One) avoid war the horrors should not be
harped on for these play upon the
emotions of the people. Instead, an
antiwar attitude through economic
and social reasoning should be built
up.
In the "round table discussion of
dictatorship vs. democracy" an interesting point brought out was that a
dictator can accomplish things which
no other government can. The government that best serves Its people Is
the best government for that people.
Among the leading members of
this discussion were two German boys
who are exchange students at the
University of Georgia, They made it
clear that Germany has had to
choose between personal freedom or
national freedom In government and
that they don't expect the present
form of government to last any longer than It Is necessary, probably
twenty years or through the life time
of Hitler. When questioned about a

CAMPUS {]

SHARDS
Jane Thatcher
The reading public never seems dumb to the
writer who has the ability to make his meaning
clear.—C. S. M.

"Conductor, help me off the train."
"Sure."
"You see, I'm stout and have to
get off the train backwards and the
porter thinks I'm getting on and
gives me a shove on again. I'm five
stations past my destination now."

Eva Curie has recently completed the manuscript
of her mother's biography, which will be published
under the title Madane Curie. Vincent Sheean is
making the translation from the French and is only
a few chapters behind the original. The biography
will appear simultaneously in seven countries: the
United States, England, France, Sweden, Poland,
Nancy Hall: "I'm sure I heard a Italy and Czechoslovakia.

mouse squeak!"
Mag Bell (sleepily): i"Well, do
you want me to get up and oil it?"
M. J. Sowers: "What is an actor."
Dr. Tresidder: "An actor is a person who can walk to the side of the
stage, peer Into the wings, filled with
theatrical props, dirt and dust, other
actors, stage-hands, old clothes, and
other claptrap and say—'What a
lovely view there is from this window.' "
"What Is silence?"
"The college yell of the school of
experience."
"Mamma," complained Mary, "I
don't feel very well."
"That's too bad, dear," said Mother sympathetically, "where do you
feel the worst?"
"In school. Mamma."
Johnny: "Papa, would you be
glad if I saved a dollar for you?"
Papa: "Certainly, my son."
Johnny: "Well, I saved It all
right. You said if I brought a first
class report from teacher this month
you would give me a dollar—and I
didn't bring it."
Every time the baby looks into my
face, he smiles," said Mr. Meeksin.
"Well," answered nls wife, "It
may not be exactly polite, but It
shows he has a sense of humor."
"Why did Papa have appendicitis
and have to pay the doctor a thousand dollars, Mamma?"
"It was God's will, dear."
"And was It because God was mad
at papa or pleased with the doctor?"
He: "But you must admit that
men have better judgment than women."
She: "Yes—you married me, and
I you."
- •
A newspaper man named Fling
Could maKe "copy" from any old
thing.
But the copy he wrote
Of a ten-dollar note
Was so good lie is now in Sing Sing.
future government they said it would
probably be some form of monarchy
and that Germany would never go
back to democracy because It was not
a suitable type of government for
them.
The delegation was entertained
with an Informal reception on Friday
afternoon, followed by a banquet and
dance that night. The luncheon on
Saturday was preceded by motion pictures of International affairs.
o

CONRAD PRESENTS
(Continued From Page One)
following numbers: Chorale and
Priere from the Gothlque Suite by
L. Buellman; Consolation, Mendelssohn; The Angelus, Massanett;. Ave
Maria, Schubert; The Lost Chord,
Sullivan; and the Lenten hymn, Into
the Woods My Master Went.
The third of the series will be given tomorrow at four o'clock by Mrs.
Conrad, who is asking that those
students who wish to have certain
selections In keeping with the season, played, will make their requests
for future programs early enough
that she can plan her recitals accordingly.
I

In browsing among the books and papers in the
magazine room one frequently comes upon material
of special interest to the individual. For the intelligent movie goer there is now on the shelf a little
pamphlet on the movie, The Good Earth frqrn the
novel by Pearl Buck. The pamphlet is a guide to the
discussion of the movie, and prepared by Sarah M.
Mullen and edited by Mas J. Herzberg. It has in
it a series of miniature stills for those who keep
movie scrapbooks. It includes bits of information
on Chinese customs that will lead to a better understanding of the movie, and yet not spoil one's interest
by giving away the plot of the story. In the pamphlet
is a sketch of Pearl Buck's life and a picture of her.
For all Good Earth fans and readers of Pearl Buck
it is recommended.
An English author, playwright, and critic, little
known to the general reader but well known to such
famous novelists as Conrad and Galsworthy, died reHe was Edward Garnett.
ffPfly in T nnHnn
Describing him as one of "the unself-seeking servants of literature," The Times of London says:
"It would be sad if future students of literature
were left in ignorance of what Conrad, Galsworthy
and other famous authors would have been ready
to proclaim; that to Garnett's judgment, knowledge,
eagerness and ruthless honesty they owed no small
part of their success."
Mr. Garnett was a noted translator. Through
his and his wife's translations from the chief Russian novelists the writings of some of the most honored names in Russian literature became familiar to
the English speaking world.
Mr. Garnett has published several plays, none of
them a stage success, "Turgenef" and "Letters From
John Galsworthy."
o
T—
One of the most important collections of French
eighteenth century art in private hands, rivaling the
collections of ex-Kaiser Wilhelm at Potsdam, and
the Louvre in Paris as well as the Wallace collection in London, will come to this country and, presumably, enter American public and private collections.
This is the Mr. David-Weill collection which has
been many years in formation and which has been
described as one of the richest in works by French
eighteenth century masters.
The entire collection, comprising about 60 paintings, 150 drawings, a number of poslets and more
than 50 works of sculpture, has been bought by
Wilclenstein and Co., Inc., art dealers of New York
and Paris.
Among the individual works are "The Letter" by
Fragonard: "Le Dejeuner de Jambon," by Nicholas
Lancret; a portrait of Mme. Poucher, and another
of Mr. Bahue, dry Grenz, and one of la comtesse
Darie by David.
Although the audience was unaware of it, two
weeks ago a little seven-year-old actress made her
debut in a "walk on" part in the last scene of "Victoria Regina."
She spoke no lines, just curtsyed as Princess Edna
of Battenberg. She was really Mary Mac Arthur,
daughter of Helen Hayes.
There were telegrams and flowers backstage, a
gift from her mother and the company and a lot of
sentiment.
.
o
This week's famous anniversaries included besides
George Washington, George Frederick Handel (16851759) German-English composer, chief founder of
the oratorio; Winslow Homer (1836-1910) American
painter of famous pictures of the ocean and fisherfolk; Carlo Goldoni (1707-1793) Italian Dramatist,
founder of Modern Italian comedy; and Victor Hugo,
(1802-85) great French poet, Novelist and dramatis
author of Les Miserable*.
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Cotillion Club Small Boy Fools
Gives Tea On Sorority Girl
Student Adopts "Big Sister*
Attitude and Awakes to
Wednesday
Embarrassment
Many Girls Spend Week-end
By Associated Collegiate Press)
at Home, at College Camp
That "big siBter" feeling caused a
and With Friends
University of Wisconsin sorority girl
a lot of embarrassment recently.
Before a lecture class began she
noticed a small boy sitting nest to a
friend of hers. She assumed the lad
was a brother and was visiting the
class with his sister eo she chatted
with the young man in conversation
slightly above the "Little Red Riding
Hood" plane.
Suspicion started to itch her when
the class began add the lad started
taking notes. He seemed to be euch
a gentlemanly little fellow—so well
behaved. As the class progressed she
read some of the notes and gulped
when she saw that they were well
written.
o-
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Foreign Policies
Of Washington
Reviewed
Prof. J. N. McIIwraith Reads
Parts of Statesman's Farewell
Address in Chapel
With special regard to the foreign
policies advocated. Prof. J. N. MacIlwraitn, head of the Social Science
department, read Washington's Farewell Address in part in Chapel exercises Monday.
Mr. McIIwraith read the excerpts
about the foreign policies recommended by Washington to show how
they coincide with our ideas today
and also how they differ in parts.
In his address, Washington advocated the following: "Observe good
faith and Justice toward all nations;
cultivate peace and harmony with
all. Religion and moralty enjoin this
conduct; and can it be that good policy does not equally enjoin It? It
will be worthy of a free, enlightened
and, at no distant period, a great
nation, to give to mankind the magnanimous and too novel example of
a people always guided by an exalted Justice and benevolence.
"Excessive partiality for one foreign nation, and excessive dislike of
another, cause those whom they actuate to see danger only on one side
and to serve to veil and even second
the arts of influence on the other
"Even Our commercial policy
should hold an equal and impartial
hand; neither seeking nor granting,
exclusive favour or preferences. . . .
There can be no greater error than to
expect or calculate upon real favors
from nation, to nation. It Is an illusion which experience must cure,
which a Just pride ought to discard.
"The great rule of conduct for us
to follow in regard to foreign nations,
is In extending our commercial relations, to have with them as little
political connections as possible. So
far as we have already formed engagements, let them be fulfilled with
perfect good faith. Here let us stop."
Mr. McIIwraith concluded his discussion by pointing out the three
policies that have been advocated for
the U. S. to follow in regard to foreign policies In advent of.another
war.
These are: to follow Wilson's policy of 1914-17; at the outbreak of
any great war to sever any economic
policies with foreign lands; and to
keep American ships off the high
seas; sell to both sides if they send
their ships here and bring the money
with them.
Mr. McIIwraith pointed out that
the first policy mentioned would more
than likely result in war as it did in
1917. The second would mean hard
times over here since there would
he no trade to take our products; the
third Mr. McIIwraith said to be the
niosl sensible proposal of the three.
o

Topic Of Y. W. Is
What Our Lives
Mean To Others

US Food Laws
Date From
1645 _.
Our Personalities Should

Reflect the Beauty That
We See in Life, Says
Sue Quinn, Speaker

OoUllion Club
Introducing the Y. w. program on
A tea was given by the Cotillion
last Sunday, Peggy Salisbury, MorClub Wednesday afternoon from 4:30
rison, read a poem by E. R. Hunter,
to 6:00 in Alumna; Hall.
a fourteen-year-old boy, entitled Life.
In the receiving line were Virginia
Sue Quinn, Richmond, talked on
Blaine, member of Social Committee;
the topic, "What Does Your Life
Catherine Beale, president of CotilMean to Others?" "Our personalilion Club; Marjorie Fulton, viceties should reflect the beauty that we
president; Ruth Bodlne, secretary;
see in life," she said. She spoke of
Dr. H. C. Converse and Miss Helen
Emily Dickinson's philosophy which
Marbut, sponsors; Mary Porter,
was expressed by the poet In the
treasurer; Alberta Rice, business
line: "If I can keep our heart from
manager; and Betty Martin, serbreaking, I shall not live in vain,"
geant-at-arms.
and of the beauty that Sara Teasdale
Mrs. A. B. Cook poured tea and
expressed in her poem Barter. As
Caroline Schaller and Ruth Spitzer
Quinn recited this poem, Dorothy
played.
Gibbs played softly Debussy's Glair
Birthday Party Given
de Lune.
Peanut Warner entertained the
The program leader, Ila Arringfollowing girls at a birthday party In
ton, Pembroke, conducted the devoJohnston Hall Sunday night: Leslie
tionals.
Purnell, Helen Weil, Elise Turner,
o
Anita Wise, Juanita Clowere, Nell
Holding great hope for the future
SOUTH CAROLINA
Cox, Alice Doss, Agnes Arnold, Libby enlargement of libraries in the Sec(Continued From Page One)
Strange, Marian Sampson, and Vir- ondary Schools of Virginia, Miss
ual rights—that such interference
ginia Rader.
Feme R. Hoover, Assistant College
was a step on the road to CommunGirls Spend Week-end With Friends Librarian, recently stressed the need
ism. Looking at the question from
June Klser visited Geraldlne Ail- for all future teachers to have library
the economic point of view, she
stock at her home in Clifton Forge training before graduation.
proved that the standard of living
over the week-end.
"The new curriculum is built
depends
on consumption of articles,
Louise Borum visited Mrs. P. A. around pupil's needs developing from
not
the
wages
of the employee. If
Warner in Hamilton over the week- an integrated school program," said
wages were raised, the employers
end.
9
Miss Hoover. "In order to have
would have to raise prices and the
Alva Moyers spent the week-end ideal subject Integration, there is a
workers would be unable to buy the
with Dorothy Anderson at her home great demand for an unlimited supproducts, she asserted.
In Rustburg.
ply of subject matter and reference
Mary T. Darst and Louise Faul- books. This need must be met by exMary Clark, taking up the Affirmaconer attended the I. R. C. conven- tension of library equipment.
tive argument where Helen Pulllam
tion in Auburn, Alabama, over the
left it, showed that the plan of the
lottesville over the week-end.
Affirmative, namely, to have boards
week-end.
Lurline Nuckols visited Mr. and
in different geographic localities to
Charlotte Landon and Nina Hayes
visited Edith Hogan at her home in Mrs. J. A. Byne in Staunton over the
determine living wages and proper
week-end.
•
hours for that region showed that
Bedford last week-end.
Virginia
Uhlin
spent
the
week-end
not only wae the plan practical but
Virginia Rader spent the week-end
with Mrs. R. M. Baldwin, Jr., at with Sue Boles at her home in Straswas the only way that such legislaburg.
Richmond.
tion could be accomplished. She
showed how state laws were inadeVirginia Warren spent the weekSurprise Party for Drean
end with Frances Goalder at her
One of the biggest parties of the
quate because of insufficient funds,
home in Morrison.
season blazed forth from Jackson
of too easily evaded rules which canMary Janet Stuart visited Mrs. R. Hall last Thursday night when Betsy
not be enforced by states alone. She
E. Dudley in Flshersville over the Drean was given a surprise birthclosed with a concise summary of the
week-end.
day party, the hostesses being
points of both affirmative speeches.
Amarylas Homan visited Mrs. J. her room-mates, Marion Killinger
M. Hline in Broadway over the week- and Marlin Pence. The guests had
end.
all arrived when Betsy walked into
CALENDAR
Anne Colston spent the week-end the room in blissful ignprance as to
In Washington, D. C.
what was going on about her. To
Feb. 28, Sun.—Y. W. C. A. prothe guests' surprise Betsy nearly
Go to College Camp
gram—Auditorium—1:30 p. m.
Mar. 2, Tues.—Debate with FarmThe students attending the College fainted. A few clever games were
ville—Auditorium—7:00 p. m.
Camp over the week-end are: Jane played, after which refreshments
were
served,
which
were
head-lined
Smith, Lois Puckett, Ada Ann GilMar. 3, Wed—Musical Tea—
Ham, Frances Booth, Margaret by a white birthday cake.
Alumnse Hall—4:30 p. m.
Sheads, Edith Moore, Frances BarnMar. 4, Thurs.—Y. W. C. A. vesThe guests included—Mary Ellen
pers with Bridgewater College
ard, Jean Patrick, Lucy Jo Sowers, McKarsle, Frances Llndsey, Brooks
guests—Auditorium—6:30 p.m.
Elizabeth Baumelster, Salinda Gil- Overton, Betty Lou McMahon, Claire
Ham, Eloise Watklns, Dorothy Buker, Bricker, Mike Lyne, Jean Van LandY.W.C.A. reception for guests—
Alumnae Hall, 7 to 8.
Elizabeth Treadwell, and Kathleen ingham, Peggy Weller, Jane PridMar.
5, Fri.—Recital by Daisy
Skyrock.
ham, Olivia Carter, Alice Ingram,
Mae Gifford—Auditorium—8 p.
Jane Gum and Margaret Isner vis- Nancy Dlxon, Ellen Miner, Mildred
m. Reception after recital.
ited Ruth Peterson at her home in Cllne, Jane Rosenberger, and Georgia MARCH 19-20
(Continued Prom Page One)
Mar.
6, Sat.—Picture show—audiBywaters.
Charlottesville over the week-end.
elude the basketball game of Varsity
torium—4:00
p. m.
B. Y. P. U. Entertained
Margaret Plttman visited her
vs. Alumnse and the Alumnae Tea
Double-header
basketball game
On February 20, Louise Shepherd, given by the local chapter.
uncle, Mr. E. R. Riedel, in Char—Gym—7:15.
assisted by Louise Daughtery, was
The banquet will be at 6:30 SaturFirst game—Suffolk H. S. team
hostess to a group of Juniors from day evening and is followed by the
IF YOU WANT TO SEE THE
the B. Y. P. U. of the Presbyterian dance and movie.
vs. H. T. C. team.
Second
game—New College
Church.
The
games,
prizes,
refreshMOST COMPLETE LINE
More alumnse are expected this
Varsity vs. H. T. C. Varsity.
ments,
and
decorations
were
in
keepOF LADIES'
year than ever before, Dr. Weems
ing with Washington's birthday.
said.

Hoover Discusses
Library Growth

Coats, Suits, Dresses,

JARMAN'S, Inc.
OFFICE OUTFITTERS
GIFTS

Ask The Student Who's Been Here

PAULINE'S BEAUTY SCHOOL
FOUR BEAUTY TREATMENTS

Loker's Shoe Repair Shop

$1.00

Phone 86-R
45 E. Market St.
Work Called For and Delivered
"Make Your Shoes Look Like New"

All Work Half Price
10% Off to College Students
Phone 764-J
72 S. Court Square

STATIONERS—PRINTERS
and

Millinery
CALL ON

B. NEY AND SONS

WELCOME TO
PAULINE'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
PERMANENT WAVING
Phone 777
162 S. Main St.
MARCEL AND WATERWAVING

CANDYLAND
Sweetest Place in Town
WELCOME
S. T. C. Girls, from far and near,
While down town we invite you here.
Toasted Sandwiches
Homemade Ice Cream, Candies,
Sodas and Sundaes Supreme
Make our store your headquarters
We are glad to serve you

Curie Science Club
"The first food law in the United
States was probably that of Virginia
in 1645 forbidding adultatlon of wine
and strong waters", said Edith W.
Hogan in a talk before the Curie
Science Club Tuesday night.
"England adultations of food were
forbidden as early as the eighteenth
century and several specific statutes
as regards coffee and tea were passed.
But modern legislation began late In
the nineteenth century.
"One of the earliest states to act
was Massachusetts, which In 1883,
was maintaining food Inspection. Not
until June 30, 1906, was there an
effectllve Federal Statute enacted.
Then came the Food and Drug Act
patterned after the Food and Drug
Act of 1899 of Great Britain."
Page
New Officers for Page Literary
Society were selected in. their meeting Friday, February 26. Adelaide
Howser, president; Mary Frances
Taylor,
vice-president;
Eleanor
Shorts, secretary; Ettle Henry, treasurer; Mary Ellen McKarsle, chairman of the program committee, and
Dorothea Nevils, critle,
—-,
Lee
Margaret Bell was initiated into
Lee Literary Society Friday night as
she was unable to attend their initiation service. Next Friday Lee will
elect Its new officers for the Spring
quarter.
o

VIRGINIA TEACHERS
(Continued From Page One)
English in the high school at Camden, N. J., giveB an amazing account
of the "Modifications in Homereading Requirements since 1900."
"Informing the Public About Kindergarten," the article by Miss Nellie
L. Walker, supervisor of kindergarten in the college training school,
offers an excellent example of a type
of information which can be presented to patrons.
Other interesting features are "The
Reading Table," book reviews, "Educational Comment," short comments
on teachers' problems, college news,
alumna? notes, and film estimates.

STUDENTS OF
ECONOMY.
Can be snappy dressers
on a very small allowance U they buy their
clothes at Penneys! Sports
togs, sweaters, sox and
shirts are famous for good
styling, long wear and
low price! Try them! The
"pater" wul be so Impressed!
• It pays to shop at

THE BREEZE

Savage Downs Local Squad Tank Meet Frosh Defeat Prof. C. Logan
Will B6 Held Franklin High Reviews Book
10-8 Before Large Crowd
Walk-Over Game Ends in
In Chapel
March
25
\
Figure Marching by Fresh45-2 Score; Crocker is
BENCH WARMING
men and ex-Savagitee Add
to Enthusiasm

Before a roaring crowd that packed the balcony and sidelines of Reed
gym, the basketball teams of HarriBonburg and Savage fought to a
10-8 decision in favor of the New
Yorkers Saturday night.
Both teams got off to a fast etart
and kept this pace throughout the
entire game. Savage displayed a
dazzling passing attack that kept the
local squad guessing to the last and
worked some beautiful feints and
trick relays in all sections of the
court. The timing of both teams at
euch speed was remarkable and their
defensive game was brilliantly played
in every quarter.
Glover Makes First Shot
Pulling ahead in the first few minutes of play, the local squad drew
first blood on a foul shot executed
by Margaret Glover. After that it
was anybody's game with the ball
passing rapidly from one end of the
floor to the other. Arline Sierks and
Mag Bell, H.S.T.C guards, shut out
the opposing forwards almost completely, forcing them to shoot from
back in the court at impossible angles. Margaret Glover and W. VanLandingham, usually an effective
passing combination, couldn't seem to
hang on to the ball and time after
time Savage guards recovered their
fumbles. VanLandingham, playing
under difficuy with a sprained
thumb, was at a decided disadvantage
in stopping the hard, short passes.
Eluding her guard for a split second, R. Hill, of Savage, sank a beautiful side shot which was matched
by Glover just as the whistle blew
ending the quarter with the score
4-2 in favor of the local squad.
Linkous Scores
Opening the second quarter with a
brilliant attempt to work their famous eide-llne pass, the H. S. T. C.
basketeers drew a blank against the
opposing guards. Llnkous, substituting for VanLandingham, slipped
through the blockade on a quick
pivot and sank a shot from beneath
the basket. Using side passes impossible to intercept, the Savage forwards dropped in two long Bhots to
leave the score a 6-6 tie at the half.
The third quarter was a masterpiece of guarding on both sides with
only one score made, a beautiful
snow bird eunk by Rf. Hill of Savage
from the center line. Smith, Savage
center, jumped high into the air
time after time to relay aerials from
the guard zone to the forwards, while
J. Van and B. Powell, local centers,
played a splendid defensive game,
breaking up play after play and feeding the ball to their desperate forwards. The visiting guardB tightened
their defense still closer, making it
impossible for Glover and Llnkous to
get scored on the balls after they had
received them.
Playing fast and furiously in the
final period of play, both teams made
a desperate effort to swing the decision their way, and Llnkous and
Glower attered in vain against their
opponents' stone-wall defense. W.
Hill, of New York, added two points
to Savage's score with a quick shot
from one side and Glover managed
to drop one In in the last minute of
play to end the game 10-8 in the
northerners' favor.
Harrisonbnrg
Savage
Glover
RF
R. Hill
A. VanLandingham
LF
W. Hill
Powell
C
Schneixow
Bryer
SC
Smith
Bell
LG.
Sabo
Slerka
RG
gteyer

By MIKE LYNE
They came, they saw, they conquered—but oh, what a game! While
the two teams gritted their teeth and
dug in with everything they had, the
sidelines sacrificed heir lungs on the
altar of athletics and went mad.
Players; cheer leaders, spectators,
and bench warmers gave their all to
make last Saturday night's game
something to write home about only
if the family has a strong constitution. Making the ancient gladiators
of Colieseum fame look like pikers,
the athletes from Savage and H.T.C.
fought to the bitter end of a 10-8
score with thumbs down on the local
team in the final period of play.
Game Full of Thrills
With all the thrills of a boxing
match, a football game and a track
meet packed into four short quarters, the game went its frenzied way,
leaving the entire gym in an exaggerated state of jitters. Players were
knocked down, dazzling passes sailed
hither and yon, record leaps were
rated" in desperate attempts to receive and intercept, and guarding
rached a new high in the annals of
this season's struggles. The forwards' theme song of "How'm I
Doln'?" turned into a blues version
of "I Can't Escape from You." Both
sets of guards refused to give an inch
and dynamite just isn't used among
the more refined sextets. Evenly
matched and equally determined,
both teams proved their ability to
play the game as it should be played
and play it to the last.
Figure Formed at Half
And how'd you like that figure
marching at the half? Don't say the
quarter wheels right and left about
faces the freshles have been practicing all quarter were to no avail.
The high stepping they displayed at
their first public appearance could
have put West Point to shame. The
Savage representatives flashed their
stuff equally as well and if H. T. C.
ever forms a band we nominate Dun
nigan for drum major.
While the freshmen continue to
trip the light fantastic the more prosaic sophomores have ended a badminton tournament and are turning
to baseball to while away their Physical Ed. period. And In the meantime
the campus mermaids are donning
their modest outfits and brushing up
on those strokes that won the hearts
of last summer's life guards. The
inter-class swimming contests are
scheduled for the week before spring
holidays, so start practicing that half
gainer before it's too late".
o

LOCAL SCHOOLMA'AM
(Continued From Page One)
Hudgins did the same just before
the half ended.
The sidelines roared with excitement as the H. T. C. team discovered
its characteristic speed and fight in
the last period of play. Captain
Margaret Byer went in for J. VanLandingham as side center and Llnkous had previously substituted for
Glover at forward. Scores came thick
and fast from both sides. Purnell
and Linkous each roped in two field
shots and Hudgins and Carroll
scored one each for Farmville, adding one foul count by Hudgins.
Harrisonburg Varsity
Farmville
Glover
Hudgins, E.
Purnell
Carroll
Powell
Phelps
J. VanLandingham
Eastham
Sierks
Gilliam
Bell
Smith
Substitutions
Harrisonburg: Linkous for Glover, Byer for VanLandingham.

High Point Man

Holder Announces Date;
Class Practice Begins
This Week
March 26 has been decided on as
the date for the Intra-Mural Swimming meet for which the class sport
leaders have started practises, Marguerite Holder, swimming sports
leader, has announced.
Edith P. Hogan, Clara Bruce,
Georgette Law and Jane Pridham,
class sport leaders, are in charge of
supervising the practise periods. Ten
of these are necessary prerequisites
before one Is eligible to enter the
meets which is to feature the same
program as last year.
Included in the contest are the
following relays: 1. length of pool;
2. lengths; 3. breast stroke for speed;
4. backstroke for speed; 5. medley
race (with 3 people on team); using
backstroke, breaststroke and crawl;
6. regular relay (with 4 people).
There will also be Bwimming for
distance, a diving contest, and stunts
by each class. Points will be given to
the first, second, and third places In
each event and the high individual
scorer will receive the swimming cup.
Last year's winner was M. Holder.
o

Dunbar Presents
Senior Recital
The first senior recital was presented by Emma Dunbar in Wilson
Auditorium, Wednesday night at
8 o'clock.
E. Dunbar, who has been studying
piano and organ under Mrs. Vera Melone Conrad, played four organ numbers, two piano solos, and an arrangement for piano and orchestra,
assisted by J. Edgar Anderson and
the Shenandoah College String Ensemble. The soloist played all of her
numbers, without notes, and rendered the difficult selections with facility and sureness. \
The first number was the "Tocenta and Fugue In D Minor" by Johann
Sebastian Bach, and this was followed by the quiet adagio movement
from Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy's
"Second Sonata".
"Scherzo" by Louis Vlerne was
the third organ number and was perhaps the most attractive of all the
numbers to the audience. It was
played entirely upon flute stops with
an oboe solo In the pedals.
"The Tocatta In G Minor" by Theodore Dubois was the final organ
selection.
E. Dunbar then played two rather
slow piano solos, "Etude in D flat"
by Carl Czerny and "Largo Appassionata from Sonata in A Major" by
L. van Beethoven. The knocking
chords in the base of the latter were
very effective.
The final number, "Concerto in A
Minor" by Schumann, was played by
E. Dunbar and the String Ensemble.
The long, difficult concerto was
played with ease by the artists.

Completely walking away with
Scoring honors, the H. T. C. freshmen won a 45-2 victory over the high
school team from Franklin, West
Virginia. '
The audience shifting sympathies,
cheered vigorously for Franklin
when they made their only goal In
the last quarter.
Regardless of unsuccessful attempts and Intercepted pass work,
the high school sextet came back at
each quarter with renewed energy
and determination.
Making a complete change in the
line-up during the middle of the first
quarter, the freshmen continued the
slaughter with their second string
players.
Crocker, Freshman sports leader
and captain, dropped most of the
baskets for the local basketeers with
Tucker stealing the show at Intervals.
Hildebrand, local center, played
her usual smooth, brilliant game,
sending the ball to her own forwards
and keeping the guards from exhibiting any skill in defense.
o
»»

"Romeo and Juliet
Shows at State

Offering special reduced rates to
all college students, the State Theatre will present the screen version
of William Shakespeare's Immortal
masterpiece, "Romeo and Juliet",
next Monday and Tuesday, March
1st and 2nd.
Rising above the greatness of its
caBt which stars lovely Norma Shearer and Leslie Howard—the sheer
genius of its story—the mightiness
of its production—"Romeo and Juliet" emerges as an entertainment to
be remembered for years. The brilliant cast includes, besides Norma
Shearer and Leslie Howard, the following: John Barrymore, Edna May
Oliver, Basil Rathbone, C. Aubrey
Smith, and Andy Devine.
Two performances are scheduled
each day starting at 3:30 and 8:00.

Craft, Koontz, and Sale
Selected to Judge
Speaking Contest

VISIT THE

"New" RALPH'S
Harrisonburg's
LADIES' SHOPPE

ZSTRAND

Harrisonburg, Virginia

Wed. Thurs., March 3 and 4
IRENE DUNN
MELVYN DOUGLAS

Jewelers
WE CARRY

S. T. C. Jewelry

Reviewing Max Eastman's book,
"Enjoyment of Laughter," Mr. Conrad T. Logan, head of the English
department, gave a most interesting
talk In chapel Friday on humor and
laughter. Four laws of humor according to Eastman are:
1. Things can be funny only
when we are In fun.
2. When we are in fun a peculiar
shift of values takes place.
3. "Being in fun" is a condition
most natural to childhood.
.4. Grown up people retain in
varying degrees thiB aptitude for being in fun, and thus enjoy unpleasant
things as funny.
Bergson asserts that laughter is
purely intellectual, that feeling kills
it. "We never laugh at things and
never even at animals unless they
remind us of people," he says. We
laugh at-people only when they behave like things—when they behave
mechanically that is, and without the.
flexibility that implies "soul" or intelligence, Mr. Logan stated, quoting
Bergson.
"Eastman admits that laughter
aids in the process of creative evolution by making life uncomfortable
for clods, but asserts that this is
not its primary function," Mr. Logan
aai<l.
,
As to types of jokes and humor,
Mr. Logan named several types and
gave examples of each.
o

Story Contest
Ends Tonight
With approximately 12 entries received so far, the short story contest
sponsored by Scribblers will close
tonight. The contest, which was open
to all classes, began December 4.
Dolores Phalen, chief scribe, stated last night that the society was
both surprised and pleased at the
number of freshman contributions.
Any student who would still like
to enter a story may do so by leaving
it at the post office window before
10:15 p. m. tonight.
The author of the winning story
will be awarded fe prize of five dollars. This story along with the second best one, will be entered in the
National Short Story Contest, sponsored by STORY MAGAZINE.

Marie Craft, Hazel Koontz, and
Sue Belle Sale, students of public
speaking, will Judge the Hardy
County speaking contest held at Mathias High School, Mathlas, West
The Judges for the campus contest
Virginia, next Wednesday night.
The meeting will contain debates, will be Dr. Argus Tresldder, Miss
oral readings, dramatic assignments, Margaret Hoffman, and Dr. Edna T.
Fredrikson.
and other speech achievements.
The principal of the school asked
Dr. A. J. Tresldder to select from
Fine Stationery
his speech classes the three judges
who will leave the campus immedi75c value
ately after dinner Wednesday for the
forty-mile trip and return later the
72 Sheets—48 Envelopes
same evening.

Harrisonburg
Mutual Telephone Co.

John W. Taliaf erro & Sons

"Enjoyment of Laughter'" is
Subject; H. Bergson
Quoted

49c
WILLIAMSON
DRUG COMPANY

THEATRE

IN

'THEODORO GOES WILD"
The best picture since "Mr. Deeds"
Coming Soon
"DODSWORTH"

Wed. and Thurs., March 3 and 4
VIRGINIA BRUCE
MELVYN DOUGLAS
IN

'WOMAN OF GLAMOUR"
Coming Soon
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young,
Don Ameche
"LOVE IS NEWS"

